About information design / data visualization

Matthew Ericson, ericson.net/content
Max Kiesler, maxkiesler.com
Megan Jaegerman, edwardtuft.com/jeagerman
Michael Deal, michaelmake.com/filter/infographics
Michael Stoll, flickr.com/photos/mstoll
Mike Bostock, host.ocks.org/mike
Moritz Stefaner, moritz.stefaner.eu
Naoto Fukasawa, naoto.fukasawa.com
Nicholas Felton, feltron.com
Oliver Reichenstein, informationarchitects.net
Onlab, onlab.ch
Otto Neurath, onlab.ch
Plaid Creative, plaid-creative.com
Paul Graham, pualgraham.com
Paul Mijksenaar, mijksenaar.com
Periscopic, periscopic.com
Peter Grundy, grundini.com
Peter Van Dijck, petervandijck.com
Pitch Interactive, pitchinteractive.com/data/index.php
Plaid Creative, plaid-creative.com
Potton, pottondesign.com
Rachel Binx, rachelbinx.com
Rhiza Labs, rhizalabs.com
Salottobuono, salottobuono.net
Santiago Ortiz, moebio.com
Scott Murray, gnomefield.com
Sean Clarke, sean-clarke.co.uk
Seed, seedmediagroup.com
Stamen Design, stamen.com
Stefanie Posavec, itsbeenreal.co.uk
Stephen Wolfram, blog.stephenwolfram.com
Szucs Kristzina, webset.hu
Taco Lab, tacolab.com
Toby Ng Kwong To, toby-ng.com
Trace Media, tracemedia.co.uk
Visup, visup.it
Vizzuality, vizzuality.com
Jan Willem Tulp, twintactive.com
Xavier Barrade, xavierbarrade.com

Books

Data Flow 2 - Visualising Information in Graphic Design, Gestalten.
Harmon, Katherine (2003), You Are Here, Princeton Architectural Press.
Holmes, Nigel (2005), Wordless Diagrams, Bloomsbury
Institute for Information Design Japan (2005), Information Design Sourcebook, Graphics-Sha.
Mijksenaar, Paul and Westendorp, Piet, Open Here: The Art of Instructional Design.
A selection of books: visual-complexity.com/vc/books-cfm

Video

RSA Animate, thersa.org
Areva advertising, by h5
GOOD Magazine — watch the videos
La Vita Nova — watch the videos
Röyksopp, Remind me, by h5
— watch the video
Stranger than Fiction movie intro, by mk12 — watch the movie
Peek Oil Wars — watch the video
Sprint/Nextel advertising, by Superfast — watch the video
Japan, The Strange Country by Kenichi — watch the video
What Barry says, by Knife Party — watch the video

Along with the book Information, Gestalten is offering additional video content: digital.gestalten.com/information

Newspapers & Magazines

Die Zeit, zeit.de/grafik
Bloomberg Businessweek
flickr.com/photos/bizweekdesign/
GOOD Magazine, good.is/departments/transparency
IL — Intelligence in lifestyle
Visual Com-

INGRAPHICS, ingraphics.info
The New York Times
times.com/pages/multimedia
INGRAPHICS

INGRAPHICS — Intelligence in Graphic Design

Tools

d3, mbostock.github.com/d3
Datakind, datakind.org
Envision, humblesoftware.com/envision
Gapminder, gapminder.org
GeoCommos, geocommos.com
Gephi, gephi.org
Google Chart, code.google.com/apis/chart
Infogr.am, infogr.am
Infowiz, theinfowiz.org
Many Eyes, visualizations-software.com/cosmos/maneyes
Miso, misoproject.com
Plotly, plotly.js
Polychart, polychart.com
Processing, processing.org
Quadrigram, quadrigram.com
R project, r-project.org
RAW, rawdensitydesign.org
Tableau Software, tableausoftware.com
Timeline verite, timelineverite.co
Visual.ly, create visual.ly
Wolframalpha, wolframalpha.com
Wordle, wordle.net

A Carefully Selected List of Recommended Tools: datavisualization.ch/tools/

Type

Tk Type FF Chartwell, tktype.com

Apps

AntiMap Log — download from iTunes
DayLightCal — download from iTunes
Infographics
by Column Five Media
— download from iTunes
Virtual Water — download from iTunes

Objects

Nooka watches, nooka.com